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Comply at Work

UPCOMING TRAINING DATES 2021
**EMERGENCY FIRST AID AT WORK (FULL DAY) £85.00 + VAT PP
THURSDAY 25TH FEBRUARY 2021 (FULLY BOOKED)
THURSDAY 25TH MARCH 2021 (PLACES AVAILABLE)
FRIDAY 30TH APRIL 2021 (PLACES AVAILABLE)
FRIDAY 28TH MAY 2021 (PLACES AVAILABLE)
INCLUDES - MANUAL AND E-CERTIFICATION. PLEASE NOTE: PHYSICAL ID CARDS ARE NOT
BEING ISSUED AT PRESENT DUE TO COVID19
** PLEASE NOTE WE ARE CURRENTLY ADDING EXTRA DATES ACCORDING TO CLIENT
DEMAND, COVID19 LOCKDOWN PERIOD, AND THE REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF
DELEGATES WE CAN ACCOMMODATE DUE TO SOCIAL DISTANCING. PLEASE CONTACT US FOR
OUR ADDITIONAL DATES AND IN CASE WE HAVE HAD ANY CANCELLATIONS WHERE WE CAN
FIT YOU IN.

FIRE WARDEN (0900 – 1230) £75.00 + VAT PP
TUESDAY 2ND MARCH 2021
PICK & MIX (ASBESTOS AWARENESS, MANUAL HANDLING, WORK AT HEIGHT,
COSHH [HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES] AS REQUESTED) (EACH SESSION IS
APPROX. 1.5HRS).
PRICES START AT £60.00 PP + VAT PER COURSE**
TUESDAY 16TH FEBRUARY    2021
TUESDAY 23RD MARCH 2021
**PLEASE CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE AS WE OFFER DISCOUNTS TO OUR
RETAINED CLIENTS FOR LARGER GROUPS/MULTIPLE SESSIONS ON OUR PICK
AND MIX COURSES.
GENERAL HEALTH & SAFETY AWARENESS (HALF-DAY) – £95.00 + VAT PP
THURSDAY 18TH MARCH 2021
OUR GENERAL HEALTH & SAFETY AWARENESS COURSE WILL PROVIDE YOU
WITH FUNDAMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY KNOWLEDGE. THE SYLLABUS
INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING IMPORTANT TOPICS: LEGISLATION - FIRE
SAFETY – HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES - MANUAL HANDLING - OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH – RISK ASSESSMENT - WELFARE - WORK AT HEIGHT - WORK
EQUIPMENT
ALL OUR COURSES PROVIDE CERTIFICATES OF ATTENDANCE AND
ASSOCIATED TRAINING MATERIALS.
REMEMBER - IF ANY OF THESE DATES DO NOT SUIT YOU, PLEASE CONTACT:
SHELAGH O’SULLIVAN, OUR TRAINING COORDINATOR (EMAIL: SHELAGH@
COMPLYATWORK.CO.UK),
FOR ALTERNATIVE DATES FOR YOUR COMPANY, EITHER AT OUR TRAINING
FACILITIES OR AT YOUR PREMISES.
TEL: 01204 772977
NB COVID19 SECURE PRECAUTIONS ARE IN PLACE – DETAILS AVAILABLE ON
REQUEST AND/OR WILL BE SENT OUT WITH YOUR BOOKING CONFIRMATION.
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Accident reporting
If anyone connected with your activities has an accident you should
keep a record of it. Our accident report form encourages you to take a
comprehensive approach when collating this information so that it’s
available at a later date.
Legal requirements
Any accident reporting system you have in place should
meet the basic legal requirements, but it’s beneficial
to go further, and that’s what our Accident Report
Form aims to do. The minimum level is to gather details
of staff accidents and to identify incidents which require
a report to be made to the HSE under the Reporting
of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations 2013 (RIDDOR). Beyond these legal duties,
it’s also helpful to track first aid treatment which has
been given, identify witnesses and to gather details of
incidents to non-employees.

What’s covered?
Our accident report form begins by asking
for details about the individual who had the
accident or received first aid treatment. This first
section covers: (1) the “Name of the injured or ill
person” ; (2) their “Occupation” and “Relationship
with the organisation” i.e. employee, contractor,
etc.; (3)  their “Address” and “Telephone number” ;
and (4) the “Nature of injuries or illness”. Following on
the individual filling in the document is asked to record
their own contact information.
Tip. Employees must be permitted to complete
the accident report form themselves if they wish, or to
ask someone to do so on their behalf. Whilst in practice
forms will generally be completed by managers or first
aiders, ensure the form is freely available to staff, should
they wish to complete it.

The details
In the third section of the accident report we gather
the details of what happened, including the location,
date and time. You’re also asked to confirm the cause
of the accident or medical incident if it is identifiable
and to complete the contact details of any witnesses.
In the witness section we ask for a description of what

was observed as not all witnesses will have seen
all parts of an event. The fifth section of our form
covers any treatment or assistance given for medical
conditions or injuries. This includes details of the first
aider, a description of the response, and confirmation
as to whether the casualty was sent to hospital. These
details can help if there is a further investigation of
the event by the authorities or an insurance company.
It also enables you to review the effectiveness of your
first aid procedures.

External reporting
If the incident triggered reporting requirements
under RIDDOR, you should complete section six with
details, including the category of report and the date it
was submitted.
Tip. Refer to the explanatory notes attached to the form
to determine the relevant category of reporting and the
timescale available to make the report. In this part of
the document we’ve outlined the different reporting
categories, i.e. “Death”, “Specified injuries”, “Lost time
injuries” and “Accidents to persons not in employment”.
Tip. As the form contains names, addresses and other
personal details, it must be kept confidentially once
completed. However, you can discuss basic information
about the accident and any improvements required to
prevent a recurrence at management meetings.
Use our accident report form to record details of
accidents and first aid treatment, witness details and
statutory reporting requirements. Allow employees
to complete the details themselves if they wish. Once
forms are filled in with personal information, file them
confidentially.
If you would like a copy of our Accident form to utilise,
please let us know at team@complyatwork.co.uk

Source : Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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HSE makes occupational
health a priority
The HSE is following through on its plan to focus on
occupational health. What are inspectors looking for
when they visit and how can you prepare?

Changed tack.
For many years the HSE has put occupational health concerns high on
the agenda. Recent inspection campaigns have centred on health risks
and the subject is raised regularly during routine visits. As a result,
occupational health now features in a high proportion of prosecutions.

Warning.
The HSE’s latest Health priority plans cover occupational lung disease,
musculoskeletal disorders and work-related stress https://www.hse.
gov.uk/aboutus/strategiesandplans/health-and-work-strategy/
index.htm Should you receive notification of an upcoming health and
safety inspection, expect these areas to be discussed along with
coronavirus.

Anticipation.
One of our subscribers received a visit from the HSE and the outcome
gives an insight into what to expect. The directors thought that
in general they were doing enough to manage health and safety,
but they found themselves at the bottom of a steep learning curve.
Other than machinery guarding and flammable liquids risks which
featured on the inspector’s list of concerns, the visit was entirely
focused on occupational health . A list of “material breaches” was put
forward by letter after the visit, with a warning that the HSE’s fee for
intervention bill would follow. More concerningly, however, the company
was given just one calendar month to put in place major improvement
programmes including: (1) a health surveillance programme; (2) risk
assessments and control of vibration risks; (3) a management system
for metalworking fluids; (4) measures to protect employees from optical
hazards; and (5)  better respiratory protection for welders.
Tip. These are relatively complex hazards to get your head around,
so rather than wait for it to become a crisis, it’s far better to address
the topic in a structured way. You can start by using our occupational
health management checklist. If you would like a copy, please email
team@complyatwork.co.uk
Occupational health issues such as vibration, lung disease, stress and
coronavirus are top of the agenda. If you are caught out you might be
given just weeks to make things right. Use our checklist to plan ahead
to avoid problems.
Source : Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Advice on staff
vaccination programmes
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development has published guidance
on vaccination programmes for ‘flu and coronavirus, answering questions
which could be on employers’ minds. What does it recommend?

Worth listening to
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
(CIPD) is the professional body for human resources (HR)
professionals with over 150,000 members worldwide.
In its latest guidance it has provided advice on how
employers should approach the subject of vaccinations
for employees, in particular ‘flu and coronavirus
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/coronavirus/faqs/
protecting-workforce

Going private?
With healthy workers low down the queue for the
public vaccination programme, one option is to offer
it privately. As the CIPD points out, vaccine stocks are
extremely limited at present and therefore it’s not a
short-term solution for many businesses. However,
it could be a viable option in the medium term. After
all, the ‘flu vaccine is already offered privately in many
workplaces.
Tip. It’s worth considering how the availability of a
vaccine affects your existing risk assessments and
procedures. For example, if you have clinically extremely
vulnerable staff who have been kept away from the
workplace for their own protection, once vaccinated
there will be a period of time within which they can
safely come to work.

Considerations
If an employer decides to offer the coronavirus vaccine,
then they must tread carefully to ensure compliance
with the law at all stages of the process. Forcing an
employee to have the vaccine could be classed as
criminal assault.
Tip. If you’re planning on offering vaccination, draw up
a policy explaining the benefits, who will be included
and the implications for staff who cannot or won’t be
vaccinate. If you would like our example of a generic

Policy you can adapt, please let us know at team@
complyatwork.co.uk). Work with your occupational
health provider to plan your programme.

‘Flu
‘Flu vaccinations can be seen as more straight forward
compared to coronavirus. This is mainly due to the fact
that they have been around for longer and are widely
accepted in society. Some employees will already receive
the ‘flu jab through the NHS. Eligible groups now include
adults over 50, pregnant women, those with certain
pre-existing conditions, NHS and social care workers
and household contacts of those who are clinically
extremely vulnerable. Your company may however,
wish to offer the vaccine to other or all groups in the
workplace in order to reduce ill health related absence.
If you’re taking this route, follow the CIPD’s advice by
having a relevant vaccination policy (see The next step ).
Tip. Whatever approach you take, there is currently no
substitute for practical measures such as high levels
of hygiene in the workplace and homeworking where
possible. This approach is unlikely to change any time
soon so should be at the forefront of any decision your
company takes.
Tip. Regularly review your coronavirus policy, risk
assessments and procedures as the external situation
continues to change.
With the coronavirus vaccine in high demand, it will
take a while before stocks are available for workplace
vaccination programmes. If this is something you wish
to offer, prepare your policy now and liaise with your
occupational health provider. In the meantime, don’t
drop your guard. Maintain the measures needed to
prevent transmission.

Source: Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Should staff wear a
mask at work?
With the number of coronavirus cases
on the rise again, the issue of wearing
face coverings at work is becoming
more topical. What health and safety
obligations do you have towards your
employees and can you force them to
wear face coverings?
No legal requirement.
With some exceptions, the requirement to wear a face covering
doesn’t extend to employees. This is because of your existing
legal obligation to provide a safe working environment for staff,
and to comply with that obligation in England you should follow
the government’s COVID-19 Secure guidance (separate guidance
is available for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland). There are
14 different guides available covering a range of different types of
workplace. Some of those guides state that staff should be provided
with personal protective equipment (PPE) in relation to particular
types of work such as in clinical settings or where it’s difficult to
maintain social distancing, e.g. because employees need to work
in very close proximity to their clients. Otherwise, where you are
managing social distancing guidelines (two metres, or one metre
with risk mitigation where two metres isn’t viable), additional PPE
beyond what you usually wear isn’t beneficial and the guidance is
clear that you shouldn’t encourage the precautionary use of extra
PPE to protect against coronavirus. So, unless you’re in a situation
where the risk of coronavirus transmission is very high, your risk
assessment should reflect the fact that the role of PPE in providing
additional protection is limited. That said, if any employees want
to choose to wear a non-PPE face covering at work, you should
support them to do so.

Risk assessment.
If your risk assessment does show that face masks and/or
other forms of PPE are required to protect employees, or they’re
mandatory in your particular type of workplace, you must provide
it free of charge and then train employees in how to use it and
monitor them to ensure appropriate use.

Source: FL memo
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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We offer 15 simple steps
here focused on winter
wellbeing for you to try…
1 Keep active
dedicate some time to moving around, be that a winter walk or an indoor
exercise video. Exercise can boost your mood, self-esteem, energy and
sleep quality, plus it can reduce your risk of certain health problems.

2 Spend some time outdoors during daylight hours
exposure to sunlight aids sleep. Getting as much natural sunlight as possible
may also help people affected by seasonal affective disorder (SAD).

3 Take breaks from your workstation for five to 10 minutes
every hour
this can help prevent pain and fatigue. Whether you choose to get a drink or
do some stretches, your body will thank you.

4 Maintain your work/life balance
the lines between work and homelife can blur when you work from home,
so be clear on your time parameters and set boundaries. You don’t always
have to be ‘available’. If you have space for a designated workspace that you
can walk away from, that will help you switch off.

5 Stay connected
if you’re working remotely, keep in touch with your manager and team.
From formal catchups to a quick chat/email or a virtual lunch/coffee/
social connection, building and maintaining relationships will help you feel
less isolated, alone and stressed. Equally, it’s a good way to ensure your
colleagues are okay. You could also join in the Samaritans’ Brew Monday.
The charity is encouraging people to get together over a warming cuppa,
with the aim of turning 18 January into something positive.

6 Maintain contact with your family and friends
schedule time outside your working day to keep in touch with others. If you
can’t meet face-to-face then video call. You could also do activities online
together, for example a weekly quiz or virtual dinner date.

7 Seek help
if you’re feeling stressed or anxious, reach out to someone who can
offer support, such as family, friends, workplace employee assistance
programme, a doctor or a registered mental health charity. Breathing
exercises, mindfulness and physical activities may also help. Also liaise with
your line manager for work-related support.
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8 Do things you enjoy
again, schedule time for this as it’s important to keep up your hobbies or start
new ones, and/or learn new things/embrace opportunities and experiences. If
the current situation makes it hard to do certain activities, look for alternatives.
Free online options to learn and connect with others range from book clubs to
museum tours.

9 Be mindful of good ergonomic principles
if you’re a home worker, follow advice from your occupational health and safety
(OSH) practitioner regarding the set-up of your workstation. This should help
you achieve a good working posture, making you healthier and happier. Read
more about home office ergonomics.

10 Request adjustments
if you need any changes to your work or equipment related to a diagnosed
medical condition or disability then contact your line manager/OSH practitioner.
Send a photo to illustrate any problems. Also raise any health and safety
matters, such as new aches and pains, for an assessment.

11 Use credible sources of information
for example, when seeking updates on Covid-19 turn to IOSH, WHO, NHS, Gov.
uk. This will help protect both your mental and physical health.

12 Limit your time on social media
overuse can promote negative experiences such as anxiety, fear of missing
out and isolation. Also, avoid exposure to blue light sources, such as mobile
phones, for at least two hours before bedtime as this inhibits a hormone called
melatonin, making it harder to fall and stay asleep.

13 Engage in self-care
taking time for yourself is all-important, so plan your week to include some
relaxing activities and ‘me-time’.

14 If you’re feeling overwhelmed by work
try breaking down big tasks into smaller, achievable goals, which allow for
regular ‘quick wins’. Give yourself a reward of your choosing when you complete
the whole task.

15 Performing small acts of kindness and/or giving your time to
others
can help support your own mental health. Here are a few suggestions: telling a
family member how much you appreciate them, offering to support a vulnerable
neighbour, sending someone a silly joke, skill sharing with a colleague.
Some of the information above also relates to IOSH-funded research and
recommendations for how people who work irregular or night-shift patterns,
and their employers, can stay healthy and well. Find these tips on pages 8-10
of this report.
Source IOSH

e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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In the
spotlight
We welcome on board our new Clients this
month, we look forward to working with you:
SDF Electronics Ltd , Haslingden
Magic Kitchens (Manchester) Ltd,
Farnworth & Irlam
Laidler Luxstone Ltd, Essex

Congratulations, Steve!
We are proud to announce that our Chartered
Consultant, Steve Winstanley has now been
awarded Chartered Fellowship status with
IOSH (Chartered Fellow of the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health), CFIOSH.
This level of membership isn’t easy to
attain, and consisted of Steve compiling a
comprehensive portfolio of all his voluntary
contributions within IOSH since being a
Chartered member (i.e. Mentoring other
Practitioners and contributing to his local
IOSH Group), plus an in-depth audit of his
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
and an interview with a panel from IOSH.
Steve is extremely popular with our Clients
and provides realistic, practical solutions to a
range of Health and Safety sites which they
can relate to and understand. He has a broad
experience in retail, warehousing, logistics
and construction and adds real value to the
Business.
So, very well done Steve on this fantastic
achievement!

How we have assisted our Clients …
Please find below an of example of queries our
Clients have come forward with this month. We hope
you find them useful:
Safety Footwear
Q: We have an employee who has a temporary issue
with tendons in his foot, which makes the wearing
of his safety footwear uncomfortable. He asked to
be allowed to wear trainers at work until his foot
improves. Can an employee sign a disclaimer to
exempt them from wearing PPE due to a temporary
medical issue?
A: As he is employed in a warehousing setting,
this was not an option for safety reasons. As their
risk assessment for that work task / environment
has established the need to wear PPE, then that
control measure must be observed to mitigate that
foreseeable risk of injury or harm.
A disclaimer would not stand up in court. The
employer’s options are to a) temporarily move
the employee to a less safety-critical role; b) seek
alternative PPE if that is available. If these options
are not available, then the employee would need go
on sick leave until the medical issue is resolved or the
above alternatives did become feasible.
As this was a temporary situation, it would be best to
transfer the employee temporarily to other duties in
an area which did not require the wearing of safety
footwear.
As this wasn’t an option for this particular Client,
the solution was to purchase an alternative style
of safety footwear that was more suitable to the
wearer’s current situation.
A pair of boots was purchased that offered the same
level of protection, but were made of a more pliable
material. This allowed the employee to continue to
work comfortably in the same environment.
If you have any PPE queries please do not hesitate
to contact us. We have links with reputable suppliers
who can assist in such specific situations.
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This newsletter has been brought to you by...

cloud ]achine
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Providing everything you need for promoting your business,
from graphic design for print and web, to advanced marketing
for iPhone, iPad, tablets and smartphones

saRa pascoe

www.thecloudmachine.co.uk
Graphic Design | Web Design | App Design | eCommerce | eMail Marketing

Give us a call to see what we can do for you on

0777 337 1020
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COMPLY at WORK
HEALTH & SAFETY CONSULTANCY AND TRAINING

adve r tise with us
for unde r £10 pe r month
Tel 01204 77 29 77
mobile 07792 400 503
e-mail team@complyatwork.co.uk
www.complyatwork.co.uk

LRH

LRH
SOLUTIONS

SOLUTIONS
Your one-stop
solution to all
your maintenance
requirements.
Business or Domestic.
No job too small.
Please call Les for a
no obligation quote
on:
✆ 07974 978386
lrh1@btinternet.com

